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FEw YEARS AGo, I was at Mus6e d'OrsaY

in Paris and copied these words from a

plaque on the wall in one of the many

rooms that contained art works from the middle

1800s through the early 1900s:

A young painter asked Gaugin Jor advice

and he answered, "Do not paint too much

from nature. Art is an abstraction; extract

it from nature while dreaming in front

of it and pay more attentioh to the act of

creation than to the result."

Paul Gaugin's words Pqnctuated similar'

reminders that came to me over the course of travels

in Provence with my spiritual travel group, which

culminated in Paris. As always, those things that

stand out to us are what we're there to encounter.

This theme was mine to hear-one that is still

prevalent in pockets ofFrance, especially Provence.

Mont Sainte Victoire is a hulking giant of a

mountain that dominates the Provengal landscape.
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Post-impressionist artist Paul C|zanne was

fascinated with it. Painting it numerous times, he

even had a small and simple hut near the top that,

even today, is referred to as C6zanne's Refuge. We

hiked to this point and enjoyed a picnic lunch on

the grass, calling to mind the controversial, yet,

dare I say, romantic painting by Manet, Le ddjeuner

sur I'herbe.

Near Sainte Victoirers base sits Mas de Cadenet, a

winery that has been in the same family since 1813

producing exquisite examples of C6tes de Provence.

We stopped for a visit and Matthieu N6grel was

waiting for us. For such a young man, Matthieu

was quite the inspiration. Only twenty-five at the

time, he was set to take on a large role when his

father retired. Indeed, he was already sharing in

many of the important decisions about cultivation

of the vineyard and wine-making. We even had a

discussion about what it was like to have such a

family legacy and the expectations that may come

with it; are they a harness or a sort of freedom? For

Matthieu, he had obviously found his passion early
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Paul Cdzanne, MontSainte'Victoire,c.L887.36.2x26.4inches(67x9zcm).Oiloncanvas.

i:r. and he enjoyed and found comfort rn the land,

..-. rhythms of nature, and the opportuniti'to tend

.-- nis rvork with care and patience. He seemed to

- -rssess a distinct kr-rowledge of his place in the

-.rld, rare for someone his age. With unabashed

: - rrm and a lot of gesturing-so typical of people

jr-.:r this region-he exuberantly related fact ar-id

---,:iosophy about grapes and wine-making. We

were never bored. h-rdeed, much of what he relayed

was delightfully done through metaphor.

Matthieu and his family produce wine from vines

that range from thirty-five to fiftyyears old. Standing

in the vineyard, n ith Sainte Victoire as the backdrop,

he told us about his life and how it was to plant a vine

and then rvait to harvest for five years. Pointing out

a vine placed in the soil when his grandfather was a
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youngman and then anotherplanted when he himseif

was a child, Matthieu laughed and said, "Things are

very sJ-o-o-o-w here in Provence.:'

Then he went ory "In Provence they say that when

the vine is young it produces much, but the qualiry is

medium. When older it produces less, but the qualityis

much better. Ahhhh...but when it is the oldest, itt very

wise, and it holds it all inside and gives out very littlel"

O* o*ottER DAy we traveled through the

beautiful countryside on winding roads, climbing

in elevation and finally coming to a religious house

surrounded with fields of lavender. Tucked away

in the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence region, discreetly
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out of sight, three sisters of the Soeurs Coopdratrices

du Christ-Roi Maison Saint-Joseph live in an old

farmhouse. They are known for cultivating lavandan,

aprizedtypeoflavender grown only at this particular

altitude. Production is done mostly by hand-not

technology-and the plant is said to produce the

highest medicinal quality essential oil. Sister Marie

Michelle greeted us and, though much older than

Matthieu, she displayed a glow similar to the one

shown byMatthieu.

Sister Marie Michelle showed us their fields and,

even though it was late in the season, we could smell

the faint scent of lavender in the air. She talked

about how they carefully harvest the plant and let

the blossoms layin the sun a certain amount of time

so that the oils are at the best possible strength for

all its various uses. She bemoaned the fact that other

lavender farmers use machinery to cut the stalks

and then don't allowthem to "strengthen" in the sun.

Done in such a quickmanner, the qualityofthe oil is

not as good. She was quite clear that what generally

sold as lavender essential oil in the world market

was lavandin, an inferior product to lavandan. I

was curious how three elderly sisters managed all

tire fields and the harvest, but she told us that people

from the local community helped them. When the

sisters are gone, will this art become lost?

Ir srpus rrME to say that I am an artist. Oils are my

primary medium. Periodically, I've taken a hiatus

from this art form for various reasons and excuses.

The last reason I gave was that I had moved across the

country and no longer had a studio-didn't have the

space to paint-or so I told myself. I took up black-

and-white photography for several years but found it

not tactilely satisfying. For a long time, my friend Don
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,{m6rico Y6bar, a Peruvian mystic, had been urging

ne to paint again. He said it would be quite different

:han what I'd done before. I thought he meant my

'ubject matter and style would be more esoteric,

:ased on my experiences in the previous decade.

In the fall of 2009, after a twelve-year pause, I

:egan to paint again. It just seemed right somehow,

rnd Don Am6rico hadn't even mentioned it when I

rad been in Peru that summer. And I'discovered

rrhat he may have meant by being different. When

I rras much younger I painted fast and furiously,

:lrvays with a goal in mind, generally turning out a

:ompleted work in four to eight hours. Now I paint on

:he same canvas for weeks, sometimes longer. Qrite

;ontent in the process, I'm allowthe colors to emerge

:nd try to express what is deep inside me. Perhaps I'm

recoming like the older vines Matthieu talked about;

I'm not producing as much as I used to, but perhaps

the quality is improving-or at least it feels that way.

So this iswhat I'velearned overtheyears, through

my own artistic work and echoed by the words of

the people we engaged with in Provence: There is

great value to immersing oneself in the integrity

ofa process. By being fully engaged in the Process,

the outcome is delivered more naturally and has

greater quality. Things, including art, need time

to come to fruition. Patience is necessary Certain

things need to happen for others things to evolve.

When you know this at a visceral level, it brings

with it the joie de vivre. This is what was so clearly

revealed on the faces of those we encountered on

our trip to Provence. This understanding comes

through. Faith is important, and sometimes more

than a little stamina. -l-
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